A period of two and a half millennia separates us from the Classical period of ancient Greece. Nevertheless, looking at ancient Greek medicine from the perspective of modern health economics is an interesting endeavour in that it increases our understanding of the ancient world and provides insights into contemporary society. Ancient Greece is rightly famous for pioneering secular and scientific medicine, but equally noteworthy is the prominence of healing cults, such as that of Asklepios. In this paper, the market for secular physicians is illuminated with tools from modern economics, for example the concern for the physician's reputation. The simultaneous emergence in ancient Greece of a scientific and rational approach to medicine and the proliferation of religious medicine provides an interesting vantage point for a study of the current market for alternative medicine. Similar circumstances arguably lie behind the dual nature of the health market that was present then and is still present now. The underlying mechanism in both periods is hypothesised to be increased uncertainty in everyday life.
Introduction
More than 2000 years separate us from ancient Greece of the Classical period. There are perhaps few areas where the apparent differences between our societies are as striking as in medicine. The great advances in medicine during the last century range from our understanding of the mechanisms involved at the molecular level to high-tech interventions and documentation of the importance of life-style factors. Nevertheless, current economic theory can shed light on the market for medical services in classical Greece. Furthermore, I hypothesize that similar factors account for the double-sided nature of the health market in both ancient Greece and the industrialised world, where religious and alternative medicine coexists with secular and scientific approaches.
Then and now -the setting for the provision of medical services
The intellectual heritage of ancient Greece has been extremely influential in shaping our perceptions of the world. This influence encompasses, for example, politics, literature, art, science and economic life. The Classical period of Ancient Greece (c. 500-323 B.C.) shares many features with modern society, and this is particularly true of ancient Athens.
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On the political side, classical Greece witnessed the first formalized democratic institutions (and the first use of the word "demokratia"). The Athenians developed a far-reaching direct democracy, which notably gave rights only to male citizens (excluding foreigners and slaves). It was a remarkable transformation of a traditional oligarchic society. The democratic institutions exhibited remarkable tenacity, and survived in Athens for some 150 years, despite, for example, the defeat in the Peloponnesian war.
The achievements in art and literature are even better known, but will not concern us here.
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More important for our purpose is the birth of natural science. From Thales and onwards, the Greeks speculated about their natural environment, and made empirical observations in order to enhance their understanding of the world. At the same time, Greece in general, and (yet again) Athens in particular witnessed an increased reliance on market relationships during the Classical period, especially in the fourth century.
1 In this essay, "Greece" is used as shorthand for the areas settled by Greeks in antiquity, i.e. including the coast of Asia Minor, southern Italy etc. 2 A pity, but there it is. The Apollo statue from the west pediment of the Zeus temple in Olympia -a superb example of the severe style -as well as the archaic Peplos Kore from the Acropolis of Athens are both among my all-time favourite pieces of art.
Then and now -the double-sided market for health and health care
All of this means that ancient Greek society had much in common with the modern world that has evolved since the 19 th century. At the cross-roads between medicine and economics, several interesting issues present themselves.
In fifth-century Greece, illness was no longer necessarily viewed as bad luck or the influence of evil spirits. Instead, it came to be believed that physicians could diagnose the cause of ill health, and, with the help of empirical observation, suggest a remedy -one that did not necessarily involve an appeal to the Gods. The private practitioner was a common feature in ancient Greek society.
Another similarity across the millennia is the simultaneous presence of secular and religious medicine. A conspicuous phenomenon in classical Greece was that the birth of secular medicine in no way caused the demise of religious medicine. On the contrary, it appears that religious medicine (healing cults) took an upswing around this time. At least, this is the period when several healing sanctuaries, such as the Asklepieion in Epidauros, were established or expanded.
To the modern reader this may seem like a paradox at first sight, mainly because we are so used to the successes of scientific medicine (and its disregard for traditional or alternative healing methods).
Closer scrutiny, however, quickly brings the realisation that we have a similar situation in our society today. The fact that we spend some 10-15% of GDP on scientific medicine in the rich OECD countries does not stop the population from making extensive use of so called complementary or alternative medicine.
Furthermore, we who belong to the scientific tribe sometimes forget how widespread religious beliefs are today. In a recent World Values Survey, people in different countries were asked if they believed in a life after death. Arguably somebody who answers yes to that question has a belief that is at least unsupported by modern science. It turns out that such a belief is widespread all over the globe. In the highly secularised Nordic countries around 40% of the population believe in a life after death, and many industrialised countries have shares well above 50% (e.g., the USA 81%, Italy 73%, and the UK 58%). 3 We note in particular that healing cults have not disappeared from the scene, not even in the western and more secularised society. Visiting a place like Lourdes in southern France is indeed an unforgettable experience. 4 Seemingly endless rows of the sick -in wheel-chairs or on stretchers or on crutches -approach the holy place, light candles, etc., in the hope of being cured. In 1999, the 66 th miracle in Lourdes was officially acknowledged (400 physicians had failed to find any other explanation for the fact that a man suffering from disseminated sclerosis suddenly became healthy).
In short, the successes and great resources of modern scientific medicine have not eliminated non-scientific medicine nor in particular religious medicine. How should we understand the coexistence (indeed simultaneous thriving) of secular medicine and healing cults in Classical Greece, which is mirrored by the simultaneous presence of scientific, alternative and religious medicine today? We will return to this question in section 6 below.
The economic background of ancient Greek medicine
In Classical Greece, many people became dependent on the market for their supply of necessary goods. "Extensive specialization of labour made it inevitable that the average Athenian […] would have dealings with those outside the restricted circle of family, neighbours, and friends.
When he bought and sold, he thus had to enter the world of market relations" (Harris, 2002, p. 76) . "In bad years most and in normal years many Athenians had to buy their cereals.
Aristophanes tells us about a peasant who carries his wine to the market to sell it and buy flour instead" (Hansen, 1987, p. 12) . Athens and several other city-states were notorious importers of grain from, for example, the Black Sea region and Egypt (Hansen, 2006) .
It is obvious that prices fluctuated with demand and supply, and that people were aware of this. This is clear from several remarks in the comedies of Aristophanes (e.g., people rushing to buy cheap sardines in Knights 640ff). Loomis (1998, p. 254) shows that "economic forces of supply and demand are a […] likely explanation for differences in wage rates across occupations and over time in Athens in the fifth and fourth centuries."
The author witnessed this a summer evening in 1997. 5 Even Sir Moses Finley found it necessary to point out that Aristotle "knew perfectly well that prices sometimes responded to variations in supply and demand" (Finley, 1970, pp. 13-14) . Otherwise, the position associated with Finley is that the ancient economy was "embedded" in other relationships, and that market forces essentially played no independent role (Finley 1999 (Finley [1973 ). There are two problems with this position. Many economic transactions are also embedded in the modern world, so the difference is one of degrees (Lyttkens, 2010a) . Secondly, the position is
The growing importance of the market is illustrated by an innovation in language; the word "agora" originally signified public meeting place, but by the middle of the fifth century a new verb, "agorazo", that is "I buy", had appeared (Davies, 2007, p. 335). 6 It is hard to escape the conclusion that the increasing reliance on market relationships gradually changed the behaviour of individual citizens, so that behaviour became more and more economically rational (Lyttkens, 2010a) . The Athenians, in particular, are likely to have become more and more like "economic man". This change in behaviour was mirrored in a change in attitudes towards economic activities. By the fourth century, many prominent citizens had become deeply involved in commercial enterprises. Bitros and Karayiannis (2008) argue that the development towards a market economy was encouraged both by a value system conducive to entrepreneurship and by measures that facilitated private contracting.
Secular medicine and healing cults in Classical Greece

Secular medicine
Classical Greece pioneered the development of secular medicine.
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The two most famous schools were those of Kos and Knidos, the former associated with the most famous physician of all times -Hippocrates. Much of our knowledge of secular medicine in the Classical period comes from the so-called Hippocratic Corpus, which contains material from different schools, authors and periods. Hippocrates himself was probably a contemporary of Socrates (469-399).
While the physicians belonged to different schools, with different theories about illness, they had in common the belief that illness was not connected to the supernatural. Their theories about illness were at the same time often widely off the mark, partly because mortems were not practised on humans at the time. The Hippocratic physicians were famous for prognosis and excelled in clinical observation. Dietetics was used to cure internal disorders but also as preventive medicine. According to the medical doctrine, the whole of the patient should be increasingly being challenged by scholars who do in fact find market forces and market relationships in ancient Greece in the fifth and fourth centuries. 6 Herodotos, writing after the middle of the fifth century tells us how Cyrus (Persian ruler c. 557-530) replied to a Spartan embassy, "I never yet feared men who have a place set apart in the midst of their city where they perjure themselves and deceive each other," by which he meant the Greek market place . 7 I will not discuss whether their practices should be described as truly scientific, or whether that epithet has to wait until the school of Alexandria in the Hellenistic period. Cf. Horstmanshoff (1990) .
treated.
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An important source of medical knowledge was the gymnasion, but that will not be discussed here.
The typical physician in the classical period was like an itinerant craftsman [1967], pp. 87ff). He travelled from city-state to city-state and offered his services (just like the sophists, who appear in the fifth century as itinerant men of higher education and taught various subjects, most famously perhaps methods of persuasion). The physician received his training through apprenticeship, which he may have had to pay for. A few became body physicians of powerful men. Finally, some cities paid a physician to be their "public physician".
Particularly famous is the career of the sixth century physician Demokedes: troubled with a harsh-tempered father at Croton, with whom he was unable to live, he left and went to Aegina.
Settled there he excelled over all the other physicians. In his second year, the Aigenetans paid him a talent to be their public physician; in the next the Athenians hired him for a hundred minae;
and Polycrates (tyrant in Samos) in the next again for two talents.
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While serving under Polykrates, he was captured and enslaved by the Persians, and later came to be used by the Emperor Dareios as his body physician. He managed to escape from the Persians and returned to
Croton, but had to leave again towards the end of his life because of political difficulties . In other words, Demokedes experienced all three ways of earning a living mentioned above, as well as being enslaved.
Demokedes was of course exceptional. Some additional wealthy physicians are known (CohnHaft, 1956 , p. 20 with n. 58) but we have very little information about what the income of an average physician would have been.
Healing cults
To the modern mind, a natural assumption is that there must be a sharp divide between the scientific accomplishments of the ancient Greeks and their religious beliefs, just as we tend to draw such a line between modern scientific medicine and alternative medicine. However such a distinction would have seemed strange to the inhabitants of the ancient world. The physicians in 8 In the third century B.C., the centre of medicine, like so many other sciences, shifted to Alexandria. Great advances were made by scientists such as Herophilos and Erasistratos. They contributed to anatomy, physiology, surgery etc., described the nervous system, and almost discovered the circulation of blood. This development, however, is beyond the scope of this paper. 9 According to the Attic standard, 1 talent = 60 minae, 1 mina = 100 drachmas, 1 drachma = 6 obols. Towards the end of the fifth century, an ordinary craftsman earned about 1 drachma per day (traditional view).
Classical Greece rejected magic and superstition, but there is no indication they were hostile to religious medicine. They regarded Asklepios as their patron deity and made sacrifices to him.
Illness and disease had natural causes but this did not exclude the possibility that divine intervention could cure the disease. Dreams were important at the sanctuaries (cf. below) and the physicians also used dreams in setting diagnosis, just as dreams were used in a variety of situations in the ancient world , pp. 241ff; Nielsen, 2003) .
Whether or not they believed in Asklepios and other deities, the ancient Greeks had to acknowledge the reports on successful cures that came from the sanctuaries. It cannot be disputed that many people believed that they had been cured by Asklepios.
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In many parts of the world today, scientific medicine is not available, so the demand for health care is directed towards traditional healers of various kinds. We can safely assume that in ancient Greece, as in any pre-modern society, a significant portion of the health care needs of the population was taken care of by traditional healers, the wise old woman in the village etc. What is special about ancient Greece is the existence of a highly institutionalised form of religious medicine, and it is only this form that we will deal with in this paper.
The healing cults became a significant feature of ancient Greek society. As noted above, the expansion of the healing cults was preceded by the emergence of rational thought about the universe, beginning with Thales of Miletos. The outstanding representative of religious medicine in ancient Greece was the sanctuary of Asklepios -the Asklepieion. Asklepios gradually replaced
Apollo as the God of healing, his cult expanded rapidly in the second half of the fifth century, and in the Hellenistic period he was "universally" recognized (Burford, 1969) .
Epidauros and Kos became famous centres for the Asklepios cult in the fifth century. These establishments expanded in the fourth century and many more sanctuaries came into being in the following centuries.
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The sanctuary in Epidauros dates back to the end of the sixth century (when Asklepios' recognition as a God began to take off) and was expanded considerably after 370. The Asklepios temple in Epidauros was built around 370, but would have been built earlier if it had not been for shortage of skilled craftsmen.
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The building cost of this temple was between 23 and 24 talents. The total building activity in Epidauros between c. 370 B.C. and 250 B.C. ran to some 240-290 talents (Burford, 1965) . Presumably it was financed partly by public 10 In this study, the possibility that Asklepios existed is not explored. If this is an erroneous assumption, it would be an example of a "No-Good No-God assumption" (Lyttkens, 2009 Burford (1972). revenue and partly by private donations (Burford, 1969, pp. 81ff) . Public revenue in Athens was 400 talents per year in the 340s, and the revenue in Epidauros must have been considerably less.
The cult of Asklepios was established in Athens in 420 and that of the healing God Amphiaraos in Oropos around the same time (Nielsen, 2003) . This means that the expansion of healing cults also took place at a time when reliance on market relationships had become an important feature in Athens. The expansion of the healing cults was contemporary with and . The proliferation of healing cults was also contemporaneous with the emergence of secular medicine.
Large numbers of patients congregated at the sanctuaries, sometimes staying on for several years.
The larger shrines could be equipped with baths and libraries. The treatment usually included the so-called incubation: after some religious preliminaries, the patient was laid to sleep in a special building; either the patient was cured by the morning, or received instructions for the cure in a dream.
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The cases cured at the shrines range from comparatively trivial matters (migraine) to "hopeless" cases (blind without any eyes). Grateful patients informed other visitors of their good fortune and the successful cures by paying for inscriptions, votive gifts etc (Aleshire, 1992) .
The market for secular medicine
An economic attitude in medicine
For being a pre-modern society, Classical Greece was a rapidly changing one. The archaic and classical periods witnessed institutional changes, including the introduction of written law, formalised political institutions etc. Furthermore, as we saw above, economic life changed and market relationships came to play an important role. Correspondingly, an economic way of thinking must have became more common, in the sense that the common citizen found it natural to seek out economically advantageous transactions, and to expect economically rational behaviour from his fellow citizens (Lyttkens, 2010a) .
We see this rational attitude perhaps most clearly in how the Athenians set up their government bureaucracy. It was characterised by extensive audits of anybody who handled public money. The overarching principle behind the extensive rules and regulations was "that absolutely nobody is to be trusted" (Davies, 1994, p. 204 , who attributes this characterisation to David Lewis). Similarly, 13 It was also possible to approach Asklepios privately in prayer. The most popular method, however, appears to have been incubation at the temples (Edelstein, 1945, p. 148) "The Athenians had the characteristic of being honest with themselves about themselves. […] they went on the basis that, given the chance, every one of them would have his hand in the till and make a profit out of political activity, and they took every possible means to limit the chances" (Hansen 1991, p. 310) .
It seems natural to assume that the economically rational attitude carried over to the medical market. Accordingly, when we turn to the ancient testimonies regarding physician practices, we are justified in looking for evidence that the market for medicine was influenced by economically rational behaviour and that it may be useful to apply our economic paradigm.
In general, it is obvious that physicians affect their patients demand for health care -the question is how they exert their influence. A substantial literature in health economics is devoted to demonstrating that it would be rational for patients to expect a doctor to be influenced by his own self-interest. Put another way, it is not the case that the treatment given to a patient is only a function of the health needs of the patient. 
Private physicians
Market power and price discrimination
Let us now apply the modern health-economic tool-kit to the market for physician services in ancient Greece. Secular medicine was mainly practiced by private physicians, typically in the role of itinerant craftsmen, travelling between cities in search of demand for their services. The travelling physician had to make a living and hence show an interest in money. It has been said that "…physicians wanted to make money and were not ashamed of admitting it" (Edelstein, 1945, p. 175) . The medical ethics ordained that he should not be preoccupied by money, but not that he should be indifferent to money (Edelstein 1956 ).
This setting has several implications. Firstly it allowed the physician to serve a larger market than a single city-state (polis). Secondly, it reduced the probability that the physician and a particular patient would meet again and, thirdly, a physician would often have had a local monopoly when he came to a city. Even with other physicians present, his situation would have been one of monopolistic competition rather than prefect competition, since patients were unlikely to see different physicians as perfect substitutes and there would have been costs involved in switching between physicians (McGuire, 2000) . The same situation -a downward sloping demand curvewould arguably apply if the physician faced competition from healing cults. A physician would presumably have planned to stay in a community until he came to a point when it seemed more lucrative to move to another place (the marginal revenue of extending the volume of his services locally would have been too low).
The features noted above regarding the market for physician services (downward sloping demand curve, potentially no long-term relationship with patients) had several implications for the contract between the patient and the physician. Firstly, there was no price regulation, and with a local monopoly the physician could be free to set the price for his services. In fact, since it is normally not possible to re-sell medical care, the physician could potentially use price discrimination, i.e., charge different prices to different patients. This would have maximised the physician's income for a given level of production. Since the rich would likely have been the ones with the higher willingness to pay, such a strategy could be advertised as charity -"look how benevolent I am -I only charge a small fee to the poor."
This feature of "charitable" behaviour has been noted in connection with the claim by US doctors that they were being charitable when they charged income-related fees (in the preinsurance days), a proposition that has been challenged but also received some support (Kessel, 1958; Ruffin & Leigh, 1973) . In this perspective, it comes as no surprise that we find in the Hippocratic writings a recommendation to the physician that he should adjust his fee to the means of the patient and that it is presented as charitable behaviour:
"I urge you not to be too unkind, but to consider carefully your patient's superabundance or means. Sometimes you give your services for nothing, calling to mind a previous benefaction or your present reputation." (Hippocrates, Precepts VI) The fact that prices fluctuate with demand and supply is obviously common sense and requires no 'economic theory', just some powers of empirical observation. The same is true, I would argue, of the insight that you can increase your profits by adjusting your fees to the patient's ability to pay. Remember that the Hippocratic physicians were famous for their powers of empirical observation.
The principal-agent relationship and the importance of reputation
In any economic transaction there is an element of trust (Arrow, 1972) , and so called relational contracts depend on the trust that can be created when parties have repeated dealings with each other. However, there are also elements of rational calculation present, which means that some contracts are unlikely to be efficient or even exist.
We know from the principal-agent literature that important issues in contracting are whether the payment from the principal to the agent depends on the agent's effort or only on the outcome (the effect of treatment is typically also influenced by factors other than the effort of the agent -"Nature"). Whether the level of payment should be decided before or after the agent has performed his task (cf. below) is also an issue.
Suppose quality of treatment can be enhanced by the physician by expending effort. Effort is costly for the physician though, and never contractible (not verifiable in a court). Assume additionally that patients infer (imperfectly) the physician's effort from the outcome. Effort is not directly observable because, as noted by Weisbrod (1978) , it is not just that it is difficult for the patient to judge the quality of the treatment before the purchase, but also that it is very difficult after the purchase. Ever since the seminal article by Arrow (1963) , the asymmetry of information that exists between the physician and his patient is seen by economists as possibly the most salient feature of the health-care market.
14 Consider now the possibility that the patient should pay before receiving treatment. Suppose, furthermore, that it is a one-shot game. The latter is a reasonable assumption for many of the contacts between physicians and patients, especially when the physician moves around constantly.
If the physician is paid in advance he has no reason to supply any effort (he will betray the implicit trust shown by the patient). The patient, being rational, anticipates this, and backward induction suggests that the patient will not accept paying in advance.
The physician is more likely to supply effort if he has (or expects), for example, repeated dealings with the same patient. Alternatively, the physician may have a reputation to think of, which may lead him to supply more than minimum effort. The Greek city-states were usually small and in close contact with each other; they obviously learned from each other when it came to institutional design. Movement of goods, traders and artisans provided information channels.
Hence, it could be useful for the physician to invest in a good reputation by providing effort. The reputation mechanism was more likely to induce effort in communities sufficiently large so that the physician did not have to move to another place. With a stationary physician a prospective patient is likely to be aware of the physician's reputation. Conversely, if he moves around constantly, the benefit from a good reputation would be smaller.
If we make the reasonable assumption that physicians are heterogeneous in their levels of skill, not being known in a community would be relatively advantageous for a low-skill physician.
Staying in the same locality can then function as a signal of having great skills.
Instead, suppose now that the payment is decided after the treatment.
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We can think of this as an implicit contract set up before the treatment. The level of payment can then depend on the effort of the physician, or on the outcome, i.e., the patient's health. If the agreed payment depends on the effort of the physician, the problem is again that this is not verifiable (and not necessarily observable). So if it is a one-shot game, and if the physician has made a great effort, the patient will rationally defect (betray the trust) and only pay a low-effort fee (or nothing at all).
The physician -realising this -will again not supply any effort. If the patient instead expects that 15 Postponing payment until after the treatment facilitates price discrimination, as it allows the physician time to get to know the patient and his household. Again it can be given a charitable interpretation:
"For should you begin by discussing fees, you will suggest to the patient either that you will go away and leave him if no agreement be reached, or that you will neglect him and not prescribe any immediate treatment. So one must not be anxious about fixing a fee. For I consider such a worry to be harmful to a troubled patient, particularly if the disease be acute. For the quickness of the disease, offering no opportunity for turning back, spurs on the good physician not to seek his profit but rather to lay hold on reputation. Therefore it is better to reproach a patient you have saved than to extort money from those who are at death's door" (Hippocrates Precepts IV).
he will have repeated dealings with the physician (the latter stays in the community) he may however honour the implicit contract and pay a high-effort fee. Similar problems easily arise if payment depends on the health outcome instead, because it will often be the patient that decides whether there has been any positive effect, again with the "true" effect not being verifiable in court.
Consequently, we would expect the market to be characterised by physicians expending low levels of effort, unless they stayed in the same place for a longer time and/or found it valuable to have a good reputation. The latter was a likely situation, but building a reputation was not necessarily easy in ancient Greece (cf. below).
The outcome may also entail high levels of effort if physicians are altruistic in the sense of caring about the health or utility of their patients. In many health economic models, an argument is included in the physician's utility function to reflect such preferences. For example, it is frequently assumed that the physician experience disutility from using his discretionary power to manipulate the patient's demand (Evans, 1974; McGuire, 2000) . Finally, the nature of the doctorpatient relationship itself may be conducive to high levels of trust and trustworthiness.
Building a reputation without necessarily curing patients
Given the level of medical knowledge, it was no easy thing to build a good reputation in ancient times: there were many conditions that the physician could not treat with any hope of success. In that situation, an important possibility was that a physician could build a reputation by being able to diagnose an illness and correctly predict the outcome. Prognosis -emphasised by the Hippocratic School -was a way to signal skill. It essentially served the physician's concerns rather than the patients' (Horstmanshoff, 1990) . And it would be natural if such a reputation carried over to high-quality care and trustworthiness. The ability to diagnose hopeless cases entailed a double benefit for the physician's reputation -he showed his own knowledge and avoided giving a treatment that was unsuccessful. Viz.:
"I hold that it is an excellent thing for a physician to practice forecasting. For if he discover and declare unaided by the side of his patients the present, the past and the future, and fill in the gaps in the account given by the sick, he will be the more believed to understand the case, so that men will confidently entrust themselves to him for treatment." (Hippocrates, Prognostic I) This seems like good advice in view of the analysis above. It is also more likely that a physician who was regarded as skilful because of his powers of prognosis had greater success with his treatment. This follows because the placebo effect (cf. section 6.2) is apparently affected by "ceremony" and by the doctor's own beliefs about the usefulness of his cure.
The uncertainty regarding expected efforts and degree of benevolence of the travelling physician means that the famous Hippocratic Oath is naturally interpreted as a signalling and commitment device:
"into whatsoever house I enter, I will enter to help the sick, and I will abstain from all intentional wrong-doing and harm, especially from abusing the bodies of man or woman, bond or free" (Hippocrates, Oath).
The physician swears by the Oath that he will not take undue advantage of the patient's trust. As we noted above, the individual was increasingly involved in market relationships in classical
Greece. This entailed, perhaps most importantly, a change in the individual's your view of fellow citizens. Given the Greek propensity for rationality, there is no reason why this sober view of fellow citizens should not include the physicians. In practice, it seems that it did:
"Just as physicians, you know, by way of building a towering reputation, are want to diagnose insignificant troubles as greater ones and to exaggerate real dangers" (Menander, Phanium) .
This quote reflects the insight that there are two different ways for the physician to convince the patient that he has made great efforts: either by actually doing so or by convincing the patent that the outcome without the physician's services would have been very bad.
In summary, both the ancient physicians and their patients seem to have shown considerable interest in the physician's reputation and this concern makes perfect economic sense.
Public physicians
Turning finally to the public interventions in secular health care, there was no quality regulation as we invariably have today. The ancients themselves marvelled at (and sometimes deplored) the degree of freedom they had granted to physicians; nothing prevented a person with only rudimentary training from acting as a physician. 16 Instead, the market had to self-regulate, and the famous Oath may have been part of this as it took a strong stand against certain behaviours which certainly were practised, such as euthanasia and abortion , pp. 12-13). It helped define just which school of medical thought the physician subscribed to and to bolster his reputation, as noted above.
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An intervention that did take place, however, was that occasionally a physician was paid to reside in a particular city (such as Demokedes above). Eventually, payment to a so-called public physician (demosios iatros) became a widely spread practice in the Hellenistic period (Cohn-Haft, 1956, p. 7). When this practice was first discovered by modern scholars, it was thought that it had been part of an ancient "welfare state," and that the public physicians had provided services free of charge to everybody. However, it has since been recognized that there is no evidence that they practiced free of charge, and in fact there is evidence to the contrary.
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Hiring a public physician was rather like establishing a social health insurance with considerable co-payments.
So the purpose was most probably to persuade the physician to be present in the city, which means that the objective must have been either to secure a supply of medical care or to ensure that the supply came from a highly skilled physician. Cohn-Haft (1956) argues that the most usual reason for hiring a public physician was simply to ensure the residence of a physician in the community. With physicians moving around there was no guarantee that you could get hold of one when you needed him (just as lack of skilled sculptors, masons etc delayed the building of the Asklepios temple in Epidauros for two generations (Burford, 1972) ). However evidence also shows that city-states occasionally strove to enlist a highly skilled physician.
In fact, it is likely that hiring a public physician both ensured his presence and served to increase the quality of his services. As mentioned above, a good reputation is likely to have been of considerably greater value for a physician who stayed in the same city for a longer period, compared to one who moved around. Thus a contract with a physician to stay in a city made it more profitable for him to invest in a good reputation. In other words, the quality of his services was likely improved by the contract, even if it only stipulated that he was to remain in the city.
At the same time, there is an important difference between availability and quantity supplied. It is not to be taken for granted that paying a physician to stay in a city meant that the quantity he supplied to the citizens increased. He now only produced for his city of residence, which tended to increase the amount of services he provided in the city. Still, a fixed income that did not depend on the quantity of services supplied made the physician better off, and so more able to afford leisure (an income effect). This effect unequivocally reduced his supply of services. Finally, the overall demand for his services would have increased, because his reputation for being highly skilled would have increased (as argued above), which suggests that he could charge higher fees (a substitution and an income effect).
By now it should be obvious that using public revenue to hire a public physician was not necessarily to the benefit of everybody in the community. He would have become more expensive to consult and the quantity supplied may have decreased. This suggests that it would primarily have been the more affluent in the population who would have benefited from his presence, whereas everybody would have felt the opportunity cost of using public funds to pay his salary.
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This was hardly seen as a problem by the ruling elite in poleis ruled by oligarchies (and note that Demokedes moved to Athens when it was ruled by the sons of Peisistratos, i.e., by tyranny). Phrases commending public physicians for treating all who came to him are common in the inscriptions (Cohn-Haft, 1956, p. 37) , suggesting that such a practice could not be taken for granted.
In general, the ancient Greek avoided direct taxation of citizens as it was seen as socially degrading. Hence it is noteworthy to find a special "doctors' tax", the iatrikon (Andreades 1979 (Andreades [1933 ). It is usually surmised that this was a head-tax used to finance the services of a public physician.
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The market for healing cults
Usually, the healing cult centres did not charge an entrance fee (Oropos being an exception).
However, sacrifices, dedications etc were expected, with the expenditure expected to reflect the affluence of the suppliant. This, again, suggests either price discrimination or charity. In Oropos, the thankful patient was expected to throw silver and gold coins into the holy spring (Pausanias I, 34 
The dual nature of the medical market
It is time to look more deeply into the most intriguing aspect of the market for health in Classical
Greece -the simultaneous thriving and expansion of religious and secular medicine. This duality still exists in the intellectual descendant of ancient Greece -the western world today.
To clear the ground, it was not the case that the healing sanctuaries solely represented a convenient dumping-place for ancient physicians so that they could get rid of particularly difficult cases they did not want to treat. We find both trivial cases and complicated ones at the sanctuaries.
In general, there are of course many and complex social, economic, political, psychological etc.
factors involved when a religious cult spreads across countries and population groups. For example, in the early days of the polis, a function of sanctuaries was that they helped to mark the boundaries of poleis and establish territorial rights (Osborne, 1996, 102; Polignac, 1994) . In sixthcentury Athens, the tyrant Peisistratos fostered public cults probably to reduce the influence of the traditional aristocracy.
Furthermore, sanctuaries had complex relationships with the polis economy -they could have public revenue allocated to them, they served as banks in the sense of safe-keeping valuables for governments and individuals, they provided employment, they attracted visitors, the building activities required import of skilled labour, etc.
However, I will focus on the demand side, i.e., what brought the scores of visitors that made healing sanctuaries such prominent features of the ancient Greek society?
A question of income?
Following, for example, the Grossman (1972) model, we would expect individual investments in health and prevention to increase if income from work increases. With increasing wage levels it becomes more profitable to be able to work, and there is also a consumption motive to invest in your health (health directly increases your utility). So one explanation for the expansion could be that living standards improved so that people could afford more of these goods and/or found it more advantageous to make such investments.
That the standards of living have increased tremendously in the last 100 years goes without saying. To take a concrete example, the consumption of living space has increased in Sweden from one room per person in the 1950s to two rooms today (with an average space per person of 44 square meters).
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For ancient Greece, Morris (2004 Morris ( , 2005 has estimated that living standards rose by at least 50-100% over the period 800-300. A typical Greek house increased in size by 350%. Furthermore, it seems likely that living standards improved significantly in the fourth century. Scheidel (2010) estimates that the real daily wage in Athens increased from 8-9 litres of wheat in the late fifth century to 13-16 litres in the late fourth century, i.e., by some 50-100%. Even in the absence of major technological progress, productivity could increase as a result of trade, specialisation, better organisation etc.
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So incomes increased both then and now, but it seems doubtful that this alone has produced the upsurge in non-secular or alternative medicine in recent years. In Sweden, the number of people who report that they have used herbal remedies or similar products in the previous two weeks increased by more than a factor of 4 from 1980 to 2005, and the proportion who reported that they had gone to see a practitioner of alternative or complementary medicine in the previous twelve months increased by a factor of 5 (cf. table 1). GDP per capita, on the other hand, also increased, but only by a factor of 1.7 (over the same period).
Similarly, temple building was no cheap activity. For example, the great temple in the Asklepieion in Epidauros cost 23-24 talents in the 370s (Burford, 1965) , which corresponds to, for example, 500-600 yearly wages, or one sixteenth of the public revenue of the Athenians in the 340s and probably more than 50% of the public revenue of Epidauros itself. The temple was built in a few years and the running costs of the sanctuary remain to be accounted for. 1980/1981 1988/1989 1996/1997 2004/2005 Have used herbal remedies the last two weeks (%) 4 8 11 17
Have visited a practitioner of alternative medicine the last twelve months (%) 
A question of placebo?
One potential explanation for the success of the healing cults, which should not be overlooked, is the possibility that the "treatment" did in fact make people feel significantly better because of placebo effects (Egense, 1996) .
In fact, both the ancient physicians and the healing cults may have had more success with their patients than one would spontaneously assume, given the crude nature of medical knowledge.
The placebo effect is powerful. One third of patients will often improve on the basis of placebo alone, and in some cases the proportion with symptom relief can be 75% (Guyatt et al., 1986) . It has been found that in gastric ulcer treatments that two sugar pills are less effective than four sugar pills (Goldacre, 2009, 66-67) .
A reason why sugar pills work is that there is also what Goldacre calls 'ceremony' involved (a nice choice of terminology in view of our theme). It is not just taking pills; it is how they are taken,
how often, what colour they are etc. For example, it has been shown that pink pills are better than blue pills in maintaining concentration (op. cit., 68). The value of ceremony is nicely demonstrated when it is shown that injections with salt water are better than sugar pills for, e.g., blood pressure and headaches (op. cit., 69). Note that neither of these two interventions has any physical effect related to blood pressure or head aches. Nor is placebo only a psychological reaction: patients with Parkinson's disease who receive a placebo treatment show increased release of dopamine in the brain.
Hence a possible interpretation of the success of the healing cults in Classical Greece is that the Greeks inadvertently discovered and made systematic use of the placebo effect and its properties.
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Among the conditions cured were migraines, ulcers, paralyses, which may all have had a considerable psychosomatic component. So the sanctuaries should perhaps more aptly be denoted Spas with placebo facilities. The pure Spa-effect should not be ignored -it may have been good for people to go to a sanctuary to rest, drink water, read, breathe the air etc. But the placebo effects are by far the most likely candidate for the majority of reported recoveries (under the no-God assumption). Since ceremony seems to be an important part of the placebo effect, it seems likely that treatments at an Asklepieion would have had a greater likelihood of success than treatments administered by a physician. There was clearly more ceremony involved in travelling to a sanctuary, preparing, lying down to sleep in the hall for the incubation etc.
Another aspect of the success of the Asklepios sanctuaries comes from economic psychology. To go to a sanctuary for incubation etc would presumably have been more costly than seeing a physician. The former probably entailed travelling a considerable distance, the cost of sacrifices, votives, etc, and likely exceeded the physician's fee. Furthermore, going to an Asklepieion was not something that could be done without other people knowing about it. This meant that fear of cognitive dissonance would have made make people inclined to report to their neighbours and friends that they had been cured by Asklepios. We like to think of ourselves as smart people and admitting to ourselves (and others) that we have made an unwise choice would conflict with that mental image (hence lead to cognitive dissonance).
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In other words, people who went to an Asklepios sanctuary were unlikely to tell others that it did not help. They were more likely to manifest the smartness of their action by paying for a votive at the sanctuary.
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These aspects of human behaviour probably gave the healing cults a better reputation than doctors, because seeing a doctor was less costly.
Furthermore, what the doctor says and what the doctor believes have an effect on healing. The patients of doctors who believe they are administering a useful treatment get better than patients of doctors who do not believe so (Goldacre, 2009, 74) . This implies, for example, that doctors who acquire confidence by being able to make correct diagnoses are perhaps also more likely to have (placebo) success with their treatments. 24 This means that religious medicine as practiced in ancient Greece could have been be an exception to the general result (Bhagwati & Srinivasan, 1986 ) that organized religious activity (priests, temples, etc) is a waste of resources if it cannot influence heavenly welfare. 25 On the economics of cognitive dissonance, cf. Akerlof & Dickens (1982) . 26 How many of your friends come back from an expensive vacation and tell you that they had a lousy time?
A question of uncertainty?
A possible factor behind the proliferation of healing cults is that it -at least partly -was a reaction due to a perceived increased uncertainty in the lives of ordinary people. Human beings dislike uncertainty.
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By this I do not simply mean risk aversion or ambiguity aversion, but a much more fundamental trait. We dislike it when we do not understand the world or what is happening to us and around us. We also dislike it when life is subject to random shocks beyond our control. the humanely devised constraints that shape human interaction" (North 1990 p. 3). If we are lucky, our institutions promote efficient economic behaviour. Less often noted is his observation that the "deep underlying force driving the human endeavour [is] the ubiquitous effort of humans to render their environment intelligible -to reduce the uncertainties of that environment" (North, 2005, p. 4) . Over time, North observes, humans have conquered the physical environment. We understand and control Nature. We are (better) able to stop floods (though sometimes our actions cause them), drought no longer leads to famine in certain parts of the world, and so on. At the same time, however, the uncertainty that is generated by human interaction has grown in importance.
Then
In ancient Greece, significant advances were made in understanding and controlling nature.
Together with the notion and experience that democracy is a Good Thing, this is perhaps the most important part of the intellectual heritage handed to us from this period.
Another important aspect of ancient Greek society is that it seems indisputable that the uncertainty stemming from human interaction increased rapidly. Firstly, there was an increasing reliance on market relationships, coinage replaced barter and coins were struck in small denominations useful for everyday use already in the sixth century (Kim 2002) . This provided new opportunities, but also new responsibilities. It was no longer satisfactory to farm the land in the same way as previous generations. Furthermore, reliance on the market for necessities meant dependending on people you did not know, and market forces that you were unaccustomed to (and perhaps understood poorly).
It is common today to talk about the effects of globalisation, and the ancient Greeks must have experienced something similar. Many came to depend on imports of grain (and sales of their own products). The growing importance of long distance trade was part of an exchange of goods and ideas across the eastern Mediterranean, which increased steadily from the low ebb in political and economic contacts after the fall of the Mycenaean societies around 1200 BC. The political situation was changed by the expansion of the Persian Empire in the sixth century, and the Persians became a power in Greek politics for many years to come. In the middle of the fourth century, Macedon took on the role of an imperialistic aggressor. Economically, with increasing trade across the Aegean and the Mediterranean and up to the Black sea, events in many different parts of the world could suddenly affect living conditions in Greece.
In brief, the world became more uncertain in the domain of human interaction. Important factors were less and less under your control. The ordinary farmer probably also found it more difficult to comprehend what was going on.
When you are rapidly being deprived of the possibility of acting in an unreflective and traditional way, and increasingly have to take responsibility for choosing your line of work, for choosing a trading partner etc, you experience escalating demands on your capacity for rational choice. In addition to being unpleasant, such a situation with high demands and low level of control causes harmful stress, as social epidemiology has shown.
In such a situation, we would expect individuals to try and find ways to self-insure (reduce the probability of loss) and self-protect (reduce the size of loss) (Ehrlich & Becker, 1972) , but also to find ways to make life less demanding and increase their control over the situation.
An obvious way to mitigate the increase in uncertainty is through religion, because religion usually offers both an explanation of the world and also ways of affecting your own situation and prospects (prayers, sacrifices etc.). In this perspective, it comes as no surprise that there was an increased interest in individualised religions (often imported) in Classical Greece and the healing cults were a part of that development. The healing cult entailed a direct relationship between the suppliant and the God, and seemed more likely to provide comfort and mitigate the increased uncertainty compared to the traditional Olympian cults.
There were also secular solutions being marketed. In the fourth century, the cynics, such as
Diogenes, taught that you should strive for independence and self-restraint, and that you would achieve freedom by learning to make do with little. Later stoicism is a particularly conspicuous example (if somewhat outside our period) of the search for ways of handling the increased uncertainty and associated anxiety.
Now
Looking at our own time through the lens provided by the ancient Greek experience, we note that one of the most important trends of the 20 th century was the individualisation of society (Beck, 1994) . In many ways, the individual came to be expected to take responsibility for her future, for her education, occupation, pension, health, lifestyle, habits, marriage, children, children's education etc. For large groups in society, this was a marked change compared to the previous situation when most individuals expected to work in the same occupation as their fathers, live in the same community, eat the same kind of food etc. If the pace of change was unprecedentedly high in classical Greece, it was still nothing compared to the present. To this we must add the rapid technological development, which represents new opportunities, but also new demands on your abilities. If you cannot use a computer, you will likely be out of a job; if you do not have the latest software you lose in social standing etc.
This process has entailed a change in emphasis away from unreflective habits as a decision process to more consciously calculated decisions. This increasing emphasis on explicit decision making is relatively well suited to those with ample resources, but it is an uncomfortable phenomenon for those less fortunate.
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Another important current trend, as mentioned above, is globalisation in economic, political and social terms. While this seems to have several beneficial effects overall (Bergh and Nilsson, 2010) , it also means that we are now affected by wars in regions of the world our grandfathers had never heard of, by poor banking practices in the USA, by crop failures in the coffee plantations in Brazil, etc. Not only has the pace of change quickened, but, due to the new ways of spreading information, we are also aware of the changes to a much larger extent than before. Information 28 Lindbladh & Lyttkens (2002) . Obviously everybody uses habits to a great extent; otherwise life becomes unmanageable (Hodgson, 1997) .
of all kinds is nowadays only an iPhone away (and there is sure to be an App for it). We are continuously being made aware of how much we depend on factors totally beyond our control.
For the affluent, these changes may be construed as improvements. It frees the individual from the constraints associated with upbringing and tradition, and enables her to freely choose a life career. It could equally be seen as a burden, as a source of anxiety, and as a loss of control over the situation. This is particularly the case for all those who do not have sufficient resources to engage themselves in explicit calculated decision making. Without sufficient resources, they have to accept that they no longer have the comfort of habitual behaviour as a sufficient and acceptable guide in life. The multitude of choices merely cause stress (high demand -low control) and manifest their lack of control over their lives.
Faced with these changes, the individual will seek comfort and ways to reduce the associated uncertainty. One strategy is to cling to old habits even if they have become dysfunctional. Acting in accordance with a habit is an important way to feel comfort (Lindbladh & Lyttkens, 2002) , and probably the only way remaining for those with few resources, who feel that it is a waste of resources to engage in explicit decision making.
Another strategy is to try to turn new behaviours into habits: "I try to make a habit out of it, so it feels nice" as an interviewee said when asked how he dealt with the current demands of choosing a healthier life-style (Lindbladh & Lyttkens, 2002) . One coping strategy is alcohol consumption.
A very clear example of what increased freedom of choice may do to a population that lacks the means to take advantage of this freedom is the post-iron curtain experience in the former communist countries. In several cases, mortality has escalated, supposedly because of the stress and accompanying use of alcohol (Ajus, 2010) . Obviously thee are several contributing reasons for this trend in mortality; for example, many have lost their jobs, but I would argue that the overall anxiety in the new 'free market' is an important contributory reason for the development of mortality.
Incidentally, on a speculative note it is not unlikely, given that many people find comfort in eating, that the search for comfort is a major factor behind the "epidemic" in obesity that is present across the industrialised world; obesity is increasing in all countries albeit at different levels. Similarly, Offer et al. (2010) suggest that "market liberal countries have an environment of greater economic insecurity" which leads to stress (social or financial), which then leads to overeating and obesity.
Just as in antiquity, however, religion in various forms offers control and comfort. The traditional religions maintain a strong following in many countries, and less traditional groups of various kinds seem to find new disciples. The different creeds usually have in common the fact that they offer an explanation of what is going on in society, and more importantly provide a way to influence the future of the believers.
The modern world has not been very successful in dealing with the kind of uncertainty that has been increasing steadily. In Sweden we provide more and more legislation to ensure that everybody is treated equally, and a great many 'dangerous' activities are being prohibited, but that probably only makes individuals badly equipped to deal with any kind of failure or setback in life (Eberhard , 2009 (Eberhard , [2006 ). The impression one gets from the ancient evidence is that the Greeks of the Classical period were more to the point than we are, when they helped establish comfort centres in the form of sanctuaries for healing cults.
The view of the world?
There is one final observation from the New Institutional Economics that suggests itself in this context. We have already touched upon the importance of the individual's view of the world, namely with respect to how the increased reliance on market relationships likely influenced not only the individual's own behaviour but also what kind of behaviour he expected from others.
We may assume that the individual is self-interested and rational, but how that attitude translates into behaviour depends on how the individual believes the world to function.
In contemporary society, the possibilities of controlling "nature" and the advances in scientific medicine may have produced a view of the world that is overly optimistic. It seems to me that the tremendous progress in modern medical technology has fostered an expectation among the citizens that any illness can be cured. This is obviously an erroneous belief -an incorrect view of the world. Nevertheless, a belief that any illness ought to be "curable" may easily make people turn to alternative medicine in some situations when they are dissatisfied with the prospects offered by scientific medicine. It seems less obvious that this was a factor behind the medical market in ancient Greece; something similar may conceivably have occurred though as a function of the de-mystification of nature.
If I am right, this would not be the only situation where technological advances make people believe that anything can be accomplished. What springs to mind is the Swedish minister Ines
Uusman, who commented upon the unsuccessful attempts to drill a railway tunnel through a mountain ridge in southern Sweden. She expressed confidence that the tunnel would soon be ready -after all, she said, if we can put man on the moon we ought to be able to build a tunnel.
This was said in the early 1990s, when the estimated costs were SEK 1.2 billion and the job was planned to be finished by 1995. Today (winter 2010) the tunnel is expected to be ready in 2015, and the estimated costs now exceed SEK 10 billion.
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Concluding remarks
Market relationships and, with them, economically rational behaviour gradually became more important in ancient Greece in the Classical period. Consequently, it comes as no surprise that modern health economics and principal-agent theory help us understand the functioning of the medical market in antiquity, such as the importance of reputation and the usefulness of paying a doctor to stay permanently in your city.
The similarities between then and now include the concomitant development of secular and scientific medicine on the one hand, and a proliferation of healing cults and alternative medicine on the other. In economic terms, secular medicine and healing cults seem to have been complements rather than substitutes. There are many factors involved in this development, but a common and important theme -despite the 2500 years that separates us -is our need to feel that the world is comprehensible and predictable. Both Classical Greece and modern society have witnessed a considerable growth of uncertainty in people's everyday lives, an uncertainty that stems from human interaction. Individuals are trying to find ways to mitigate this uncertainty.
Science helps us conquer nature, but has not helped with uncertainty from other sources.
Looking at the ancient world from the vantage point of health economics is useful, as is looking at contemporary trends through the lens provided by the ancient societies.
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